
MODULE 2: Why do people migrate? 
LESSON TITLE: Reasons for migration to Canada 
GRADE/SUBJECT: Social Studies Grade 6
AUTHORS: Fredeliza de Jesus, Marissa Largo, Jennilee Santican, and Ethel Tungohan 

Activity Overview 
“Recognize yourself in he and she who are not like you and me.”- Carlos Fuentes 

Many students, especially those who were born in Canada, are unaware of the measures their family or ancestors took in 
order to come to Canada. A few of them may even be oblivious to the documents required in order to go from a country 
to another because being a Canadian, they have the privilege to travel to another country with only a Canadian passport. 
With the use of materials and resources featuring Filipino experiences, these lessons aim to help students understand 
why people from other countries migrate to Canada. They will also learn the different migration pathways these people 
took in order to enter Canada. It is as well the intention of this lesson to develop students’ appreciation of their heritage 
and be more inspired to become productive citizens of Canada. The various activities presented in the lessons not only 
accommodate the students’ learning styles and capabilities, but necessitate cooperative learning and active participation 
-- key aspects of citizenship education. 

Key terms: migration, immigration, main reasons, refugees, Filipino women, “Picture in Picture” 

Overall Expectation(s): 

A.3    Understanding Context : demonstrate an
understanding of significant experiences of, and major
changes and aspects of life in, various historical and
contemporary communities in Canada

Specific Expectation(s): 

A3.1  identify the main reasons why different peoples came
to Canada. (e.g. political or religious freedom; political 
allegiances; available land; economic opportunity; family 
ties;poverty, famine, or political unrest in their country of 
origin; forced migration of slaves and “Home Children” 

Catholic Graduate Expectation(s): 

A Reflective and Creative Thinker who:  
CGE3b- A Reflective and Creative Thinker who creates, adapts, evaluates new ideas in light of the common good. 

A Responsible Citizen who:  
CGE7f- A Responsible Citizen who respects and affirms the diversity and interdependence of the world’s people and 
cultures 
CGE7g- A Responsible Citizen who respects and understands the history, cultural heritage and pluralism of today’s 
contemporary society. 
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Evidence of Learning (Assessment and Evaluation Plan): 

● Diagnostic assessment of prior learning and student attitudes
● Formative assessment and descriptive feedback of peers and teacher observations
● Summative assessment of migration analysis and production/ creation of “photo of 2 or 3 generations” of a

family/clan reflecting/ demonstrating the experiences/ opportunities in Canada as immigrants.

Teaching/Learning Strategies 

Day 1 [60 mins total] 
Motivation [10 mins] 

Option 1 

Organize and Discuss: 
Language cross curricular 
integration 

Divide the class into 6 groups. Each group is responsible for one of the following 6 
statements. Using BLM “Reasons for Migration to Canada” (BLM SS6.2.1), cut and 
jumble the individual words from each of the following sentences: 

❏ 1. We came to Canada because there is war in our country.
❏ 2. Canada offers free health services to its citizens.
❏ 3. Children in Canada go to school for free.
❏ 4. We enjoy four kinds of seasons in Canada.
❏ 5. Canadian government believes in peace, order and good government.
❏ 6. Canada opens its doors to many immigrants from around the world.

Ask the group to organize the words into a sentence/statement. Have them post the 
organized sentence on the board. Ask the class to brainstorm what is the common 
theme among these statements until students determine that they are all “reasons why 
people come to Canada.” The teacher may give a multiple choice responses to 
accommodate the learning needs of students. 

Option 2 

Geography 
cross-curricular 
integration: 
United Nations Game 

Post on chart paper the flags of countries where students might come from. Then, ask 
them to identify and write the name of the country each flag symbolizes. Direct the 
students to write their name under the country/countries from where their family came. 
If a student’s parents/ancestors came from more than one country, they may write 
their name under multiple countries. This activity creates the groups that will work 
together. In a friendly competition, each group will race to list for their self-assigned 
country the following relevant informations, such as:  

❏ national symbols,( i.e., animal, hero or famous people and places, etc.)
❏ continent
❏ climate
❏ language
❏ capital
❏ form of government
❏ main source of livelihood of the people
❏ present political situation or recent crisis (i.e. war, natural calamity, etc.)

Use the BLM.SS6.2.1 to organize their responses. With the different information 
written about the countries of origin, lead the class to the big question: Do you know 
why your family came to Canada? This will be an opportunity for the class to explore 
the different reasons why people migrate to Canada.   
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Think/Pair/Share [20-30 mins] 
“Picture in Picture” is an artwork that features the portraits and voice recording of Filipino women who came to Canada 
at different times. They talk about how and why they came to Canada, the challenges they faced as they started living 
and working in Canada, revealing their courage and determination, as well as the impact of their migration to the family 
they left behind. It was created by Magkaisa Centre, a community center that houses various organizations which are 
working towards the genuine settlement and integration of Filipino immigrants in Canadian society. 

FIG. 1.1: Picture in Picture (2015). The Magkaisa Centre. 

Show “Picture in Picture” with the audio interviews to the class from the Magkaisa Centre’s website found here: 
http://www.magkaisacentre.org/arts-culture/picture-in-picture/. Using the “Think, Pair, Write” strategy, answer the 
questions on ‘“PICTURE IN PICTURE” (2015) BY THE MAGKAISA CENTRE: Guided Viewing Questions’ (BLM.SS6.2.2) in 
pairs. Consider pairing ELL students with the non-migrant students. While the pairs are working on the questions, 
supervise and to check the strengths and challenges of each student.  

Think  Distribute the “Picture in a Picture” question sheet (BLM.SS6.2.2). Ask the 
students to read the questions orally in each pairing. 

Pair  Partners do brainstorming together. They discuss between themselves the 
questions and their possible answers based on the material presented to them. 

Write  Students write their own response on post-it notes or strips of paper. 

Consolidation of Responses, Clarification of Ideas/Development of consensus [20 mins] 
Collect the students’ responses. Prepare seven pieces of chart paper. Write numbers 1-7 on each chart corresponding 
with questions on BLM.SS6.2.2. In Round Robin way, ask the students to post their answers on the corresponding chart. 
Have the students read their answers. As a class, come up with a common response for each question. Focus on chart 
#3 which shows the reasons why the Filipino women came to Canada. Ask the students what could be the other reasons 
why people would come to Canada. Scribe on a chart all possible answers. Have this chart posted in a visible spot for 
everyone to see.  

Homework [20 mins] 
Using the 3 questions listed on “FAMILY MEMBER INTERVIEW: MIGRATION EXPERIENCES” (BLM.SS6.2.3) as a guide, 
ask the students to interview a member of their family who has migrated to Canada. Ask the students to bring in a  
picture of their interview subject if possible or a picture of their own family if they are immigrants. This photograph will be 
used in the final assignment of this module: “Picture of 2 Generations”.  

Day 2 
Why People Migrate to Canada [60 mins total] 
Word Splash Review [10 mins]  
A “word splash” is a collection of words or concepts from a topic of study that are randomly “splashed” on a board or an 
overhead projector. Students are to connect two or more of the words or phrases in order to make statements. Using the 
word splash strategy, review with students the reasons why people migrate to Canada from the motivation activities 
completed on Day 1. You may either photocopy the “Word Splash Review” (BLM.SS6.2.4) onto an acetate sheet and 
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then “splash” the words onto an overhead projector or you may post the words on the board.  By way of review, students 
will recall all that they have learned about the word or phrase and share it with the class.  

Poem Analysis [15 mins] 
Read this poem to the class. You may ask your students to close their eyes, put their heads down on their desks and 
visualize the imagery in the poem. 

Why we long for home  
Why we long for home? 
Why we left the place we roam? 
Why we hear, the cries at night?  
Why we long, for something in the light?  
Why we long for home? 
We left a land, the gunshots sounding.  
Leapt out of the plane, our hearts now pounding. 
Allowed in with ease. We are now, in peace. 
Why we long for home? 

- Calvin Woo, Donview Middle School, Grade 7

After reading the poem, ask students why they imagine Calvin, the author of the poem, longs for home? Review the 
reasons for migrations. In the case of the poet, it appears that he and his family fled his country of birth due to conflict. 
Ask: “Why is Canada a desirable destination for immigrants and refugees?”  Use this poem as a springboard for the 
following activity, in which students will learn about why Filipino community leaders migrated to Canada.     

FIG 1.2: The PASSOC Project website: https://passocproject.com/ 

Filipino Canadian Role Models [30 mins] 
Visit the PASSOC website at https://passocproject.com/passoc-role-models/ and go through the list of Filipino Canadian 
Role Models. Choose up to four interviews of the following role models who were born in the Philippines and immigrated 
to Canada: 

❏ Dr. Patrick Alcedo
❏ Senator Jun Enverga
❏ Jonathan Fetros
❏ Mila and Hermie Garcia
❏ Immanuel Lanzaderas
❏ Fr. Carlos Tupaz Macatangga
❏ Flor Marcelino
❏ Dr. Ethel Tungohan

Hand out “PASSOC Role Models: Immigration Stories” (BLM.SS6.2.3). Select different students to read aloud each 
interview to the class. As the students are reading aloud, stop them at times to ask the class to identify:  
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❏ The reasons why they immigrated to Canada
❏ Their major accomplishments
❏ Their major struggles

Have students write these down in the appropriate column on the handout. They may write in point form. Then, ask the 
class: “How were they able to turn their challenges into motivation to achieve what they want and who they want to be?” 
Alternatively, you may “flip the classroom” and assign this as homework and have students go through the website 
themselves. 

Day 3 
PASSOC Migration Family Feud Game [30 mins] 
Divide the class into 2 “families”. Have them come up with a “family name” for their team.  Use the PASSOC Migration 
Family Feud interactive PowerPoint game found here: https://passocproject.com/why-do-people-migrate/ or on 
SlideShare here: https://www.slideshare.net/PASSOC. In order to enjoy full interactive capabilities, including music and 
sound effects, download and save to your computer, then project for your students.  

Serve as the host of the game and flip a coin to see which “family” goes first.  Have one representative from each team to 
“buzz-in” by tapping a desk for the first question.  The student who taps the desk first after the question is read and gives 
a correct answer gains control of the game. Their team may proceed to guess the rest of the answers. Encourage the 
team to involve everyone in coming up with the responses. If they give 3 incorrect responses, the other team gains 
control of the game. There are 3 rounds.   

Here are the questions and answers included in the game: 

Q1: According to Statistics Canada, what are the top 5 
countries where immigrants to Canada come from? 

1. Philippines
2. India
3. China
4. Iran
5. Pakistan

Q2: According to the 2011 Census, what are the top 5 
languages, other than English and French, are spoken in 
Toronto? 

1. Chinese
2. Tamil
3. Spanish
4. Tagalog
5. Italian

Q3: Name 7 reasons why people migrate to Canada? Student may refer to the previous activity: 
1. Job opportunities
2. Escape poverty
3. Education
4. Flee war
5. Political freedom
6. Religious freedom
7. Escape famine

Assignment: Photo of 2 Generations  
Inspired by the Magkaisa Centre’s “Picture in a Picture” artwork, students will create their own photo work representing 
two generations in their family.  From their homework assignment “FAMILY MEMBER INTERVIEW: MIGRATION 
EXPERIENCES”, they were asked to bring in a photo of their interview subject or of their family (if they are immigrants). 
Handout the “SELF-EVALUATION CHECKLIST FOR PHOTO OF 2 GENERATIONS” (BLM.SS6.2.6) so students are aware 
of the expectations before they begin.   

Materials needed: 
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● Digital camera/cell phone camera
● Construction paper or bristol board
● Glue or tape
● Enlarged prints of photos of 2 generations
● Markers for captioning

While the student holds the their photograph, have another student take their photograph using a class digital camera or 
cell phone camera, capturing 2 generations. Ensure that the photograph is clearly visible in the photograph. Think about 
lighting, angle, students’ posture, colours, and have a minimal background in order to produce an appealing 
composition. Have the photographs enlarged and printed. Students will mount their works on construction paper or 
bristol board and have write the following captions: 

1. Name of student and the person who is in the photograph that they are holding
2. Relation of that person in the photo to the student
3. Responses from the “FAMILY MEMBER INTERVIEW: MIGRATION EXPERIENCES” homework sheet

Gallery Walk  [20 mins] 
Mount all completed “Photo of 2 Generations” on a wall in your school. Have students do a gallery walk, so that they can 
admire and learn about the various migration experiences from their classmate’s work. Ask students to complete the 
“SELF-EVALUATION CHECKLIST FOR PHOTO OF 2 GENERATIONS” (BLM.SS6.2.6) and submit for evaluation.  

Differentiated Instruction and Accommodations/Special Needs: 

● Create/ add to the word wall the terms used in the lessons for spelling check.
● Create anchor charts for meaning and recall.
● Pair up/ group students strategically. i.e. ELL student and a student with a good command of English

Learning Materials 

● All Module 2 BLMs listed above
● Digital camera/cell phone camera
● Construction paper or bristol board
● Glue or tape
● Enlarged prints of photos of 2 generations
● Markers for captioning

Elements of 21st Century Learning 

● inquiry-based strategies
● critical thinking, inferring
● communication technologies to facilitate teaching

and learning
● global citizenship among the learners.

Resources 

The PASSOC Project website https://passocproject.com/ 

The Magkaisa Centre is a community center that houses various organizations which are working towards the genuine 
settlement and integration of Filipino immigrants in Canadian society. To learn more, visit 
http://www.magkaisacentre.org/ 
Their project Picture in Picture (2015) can be found here: http://www.magkaisacentre.org/arts-culture/picture-in-picture/ 

The Canadian Magazine of Immigration - Canada: Immigration by Source Country 2015. Retrieved: Aug 2, 2017 from: 
canadaimmigrants.com/canada-immigration-by-source-country-2015 

City of Toronto- Microsoft 2011 Census Backgrounder Language with Maps. docx- Oct. 25, 2012. Retrieved: Aug. 2, 
2017  from- 
https://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/social_development_finance__administration/files/pdf/language_2011_backgrou
nder.pdf 

Nelson Education. (2015). Many Gifts 6. Toronto, ON: Nelson Education Ltd. 
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Woo, Calvin. (2011). “Why We Long for Home” from A Book of Poems: Expressions from our Youth. Retrieved Aug. 3, 
2017: www.unhr.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014//poetry_book.pdf 

Statistics Canada released its fourth set of data from the 2011 Census on the language characteristics of Canadians. 
https://www1.toronto.ca/city_of_toronto/social_development_finance__administration/files/pdf/language_2011_backgrou
nder.pdf 

Teaching Notes 

● Ensure the classroom has access to the internet or book a computer lab for the research activity
● Reserve a projector, computer, and speakers for the PowerPoint presentation
● Consider holding a photo exhibit for additional audience feedback and to celebrate student learning
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         REASONS FOR MIGRATION TO CANADA
BLM.SS6.2.1	
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1." 2. "

Canada 
offers 
free 
health 
services 
to 
its 
citizens. 

3. "

Children 
in 
Canada 
go 
to 
school 
for 
free. 

We 
came 
to 
Canada 
because 
there 
is 
war 
in 
our 
country. 
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4. "
We 
enjoy 
four 
kinds 
of 
seasons 
in
Canada. 

5. "
Canadian 
government 
believes 
in 
peace, 
order 
and 
good  
government. 

6. "
Canada 
opens 
its 
doors 
to 
many 
immigrants 
from 
around 
the 
world. 
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BLM.SS6.2.1b            Names: _______________________________ 

 
UNITED NATIONS GAME 

 
 

Country of Origin 
 
 
 

Continent 

Climate 
 
 
 

Capital 

Language/s 
 
 
 

Physical Features-( e.g. mountainous, desert, etc.) 

National Symbols- ( animals, flowers, famous people, 
etc.) 
 
 
 

Main source of livelihood of the people 

Form of Government 
 
 
 
 

Calamities (Natural or manmade, e.g. typhoon, earthquake, 
war) 

Others 
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BLM.SS6.2.2a    Name: ______________________ 

“PICTURE IN PICTURE” (2014) 
BY THE MAGKAISA CENTRE 

Guided Viewing Questions 

1. From what ethnocultural group do you believe these women are from?

2. What some similarities and differences among the women that you see in the pictures?

3. What were the reasons why they came to Canada?

4. What does this artwork say about the contributions of Filipino women to Canadian
society? Are their contributions relevant to the changes in Canadian society? In what
ways?

5. Why do you think they are all women?

6. Explain two challenges that the women may have experienced as newcomers to
Canada?

7. How are their experiences in migrating to and living in Canada different or similar from
your experience and that of your family’s?
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BLM.SS6.2.2b (Homework sheet)                                Name:  ___________________________ 

 
FAMILY MEMBER INTERVIEW: 

MIGRATION EXPERIENCES 
Use the following questions to interview a family member who had immigrated to Canada. 

Summarize your finding below. Include a photo of your interview subject if possible.  
 
 

1. When did you come to Canada? What are some of the reasons why you migrated? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What was your first job when you first arrived? Where did you live? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What were some of the challenges you encountered when you first came to Canada? 
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BLM.SS6.2.3     Name: _____________________ 

PASSOC ROLE MODELS: IMMIGRATION STORIES
Visit the PASSOC website at https://passocproject.com/passoc-role-models/ and go through the list 
of Filipino Canadian Role Models. Choose four interviews of role models who were born in the 
Philippines and immigrated to Canada. Indicate their reasons for immigrating to Canada and their major 
accomplishments and struggles below. 

Filipino Canadian Role Model: ____________________________ 

Reasons for immigrating to 
Canada 

Major Accomplishments Major Struggles

Filipino Canadian Role Model: ____________________________ 

Reasons for immigrating to 
Canada 

Major Accomplishments Major Struggles
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BLM.SS6.2.3

Filipino Canadian Role Model: ____________________________

Reasons for immigrating to 
Canada 

Major Accomplishments Major Struggles

Filipino Canadian Role Model: ____________________________

Reasons for immigrating to 
Canada 

Major Accomplishments Major Struggles
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BLM.SS6.2.4 

WORD SPLASH REVIEW 
If you have access to an overhead projector, you may photocopy this page onto acetate and 

project the splash words. If you do not, you may cut these words/phrases out and “splash” them 
on the board.  
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BLM.SS6.2.6     Name: _____________________ 

SELF-EVALUATION CHECKLIST FOR PHOTO OF 2 GENERATIONS 
Colour in 3 stars for “YES”, 2 stars for “SOMEWHAT”, no stars at all for “NO”. 

1. Did I make my work appealing in terms of design, layout, and neatness?

¶¶¶
2. Did I write my sentences clearly and error-free?

¶¶¶
3. Did I write labels and use picture that can be read/ seen from at least 3 feet away?

¶¶¶
STUDENT’S COMMENTS: 

TEACHER’S COMMENTS: 




